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2 of 2 review helpful For those truly desiring to master impressing their SM By Mr Woods If you are a student of the 
subconscious desiring to become the master this is a must read at least 3 or 4 times as you integrate concepts I have 
and continue to read a variety of books on the subconscious as I master my craft of impressing what I call MFS and 
this book has contributed greatly If you are new to learning about impr The Great Within Unleashing the Power of 
Your Subconscious Mind details in easy to read language how to access and channel the power of your subconscious 
mind to change your life and achieve your personal and professional goals Christian D Larson explains that greatness 
is within and how to access your subconscious brain power and channel your subconscious thought He explains what 
mind power is and about how mind power can be disciplined and channeled to achieve About the Author Christian D 
Larson an outstanding and highly influential early New Thought leader and teacher as well as a prolific writer of New 
Thought books believed that people have tremendous latent powers which can be harnessed for success with the pr 
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